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1On Supervisory Policies that Enforce Liveness 
in Partially Controlled Free-Choice Petri Nets
R. S. Sreenivas.1^ Senior Member, IEEE,
Coordinated Science Laboratory &
Industrial and Enterprise Systems Engineering,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,
Urbana, IL 61820.
Abstract
We present a string of observations that lead to the conclusion that the existence of a supervisory 
policy that enforces liveness for an arbitrary partially-controlled Free-Choice Petri net (FCPN) (cf. 
section 7.4.3, [3]) is decidable. The paper concludes with some directions for future research.
Index Terms
Petri Nets, Supervisory Control, Discrete Event Systems.
I. In t r o d u c t io n
A Petri net (PN) (cf. [3], [4], [5], [6]) is said to be live if it possible to fire any transition, 
although not necessarily immediately, from any state {marking) that is reachable from the 
initial state {initial marking). Oftentimes, we have a PN that is not live, and it is of interest 
to investigate the existence of a supervisory policy that can make the supervised-PN live. The 
supervisory policy can (cannot) prevent the firing of a subset of transitions, known as controllable 
0uncontrollable) transitions. We consider a paradigm where the supervisory decision regarding 
the firing of controllable transitions is based on the current marking of the system. A PN is said
This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants ECS-0426831, CNS-0437415 and CNS- 
0834409. Portions of this work have appeared in [1] and [2].
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2to be partially controlled if the set of uncontrollable transitions is not empty, otherwise it is said 
to be fully controlled.
The study of supervisory policies that enforce liveness in PNs has received attention from 
several researchers over the last decade. Moody and Antsaklis consider monitor-based supervisors 
that enforce liveness in certain classes of PNs [7]. Monitors are places added to an existing PN 
structure, whose token load at any instant indicates the amount of a particular resource that 
is available for consumption. The input and output arcs to this place appropriately capture the 
consumption and production of resources in the original PN. These were originally introduced 
into supervisory control of PNs by Giua [8] to handle mutual exclusion constraints, Moody 
and Antsaklis represent liveness constraints in specific PNs as linear inequalities, which are 
then implemented using monitor places. This work was extended by Iordache and Antsaklis to 
include a sufficient condition for the existence of policies that enforce liveness in a class of 
PNs called Asymmetric Choice Petri nets1 [9]. Reveliotis [10] developed a class of policies for 
resource allocation systems that can be extended to the PN-framework using the theory o f regions 
[11]. Ghaffari, Rezg and Xie also use the theory of regions to obtain a maximally permissive 
supervisory policy that enforces liveness for a class of PNs.
In this paper we consider supervisory policies that enforce liveness in arbitrary Free-Choice 
Petri nets (FCPNs). Every arc from a place to a transition in an FCPN is either the unique output 
arc from that place, or is the unique input arc to the transition. FCPNs have found use in several 
arenas including product-flow in manufacturing environments (cf. chapter 2, [12]) and flow of 
control in processor networks (cf. section 1.2, [13]). In this paper, we first note that there can be 
no positive-test for the existence, or non-existence, of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness 
for the general class of partially controlled PNs. This is followed by a string of observations 
that lead to the conclusion that the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an 
arbitrary, partially controlled FCPN is decidable. Since the main emphasis of this paper is about 
decidability, investigations into efficient implementations of this AP-hard decision process, is 
suggested as a future research topic.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II we present formal definitions and 
notations used in the the paper. In section III we show that the existence, or non-existence,
’cf. page 554, [5] for a formal definition.
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3of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary PN is not semi-decidable. This is 
followed by a set of observations about supervisory policies that enforce liveness in arbitrary, 
fully-controlled PNs in section IV. Section V contains several observations that culminate in 
the main result of this paper -  the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in 
arbitrary, partially-controlled FCPNs is decidable. Investigations into other decidable families of 
PNs, and the implementation of their decision procedures, are suggested as directions for future 
research in the concluding section.
II. N otations a n d  D e f in it io n s
An ordinary Petri net structure (PN structure) N  = (II, 7 ,0 )  is an ordered 3-tuple, where 
n  = { p i , . . . ,p n} is a set of n places, T = { t \ , . . . , tm) is a collection of m transitions, and 
d> c  (II x T) U (T x II) is a set of arcs. The initial marking function (or the initial marking) of 
a PN structure N  is a function m° : II -> N , where N  is the set of non-negative integers. We 
will use the term Petri net (PN) to denote a PN structure along with its initial marking m°, and 
is denoted by the symbol N{m°).
The state of a PN N(m°) is given by the marking m1 : II —* N  which identifies the number 
of tokens in each place. A marking m : n  —» N  is sometimes represented by an integer-valued 
vector m e  N n, where the i-th component m, represents the token load (m (/?,)) of the i-th place. 
Extending this notation to integer-valued vectors in general, the z'-th component of any integer 
valued vector x is denoted by x,-. The function- and vector-interpretation of the marking is used 
interchangeably in this paper. The context should indicate the appropriate interpretation.
The unit vector whose i-th value is unity is represented as 1,. The vector of all ones (zeros) 
is denoted as 1 (0). Given two integer-valued vectors x,y e N k, we use the notation x > y if 
x, > y/,V/ e { 1 , 2 We use the term max{x,y} to denote the vector whose i-the entry is 
max{x/,y,}. A set of integer-valued vectors A c  N k is said to be right-closed if ((x e A) A (y > 
x) => (y e A)). Every right-closed set of vectors A c  JVk contains a finite set of minimal-elements 
min(A) c  A such that (i) Vx e A, By e min{A), such that x > y, and (ii) if 3x e A, By e min(A) 
such that y > x, then x = y. In general the (finite) set of minimal elements min(A) of a right- 
closed set A might not be effectively computable. Valk and Jantzen [14] present a necessary 
and sufficient condition that guarantees the effective computability of min(A) for an arbitrary 
right-closed set A c  N k. Specifically, min(A) is effectively computable if and only if the non-
October 23, 2010 DRAFT
4emptiness of reg(z)C\A is decidable for every z e (NUaj)k, where reg(z) = {x e N k | x < z}, and 
6; is a very large positive integer. A procedure for computing the size of min(A) can be found 
in reference [15].
For a given marking m', a transition t e T is said to be enabled if Vp e m ‘(p) > 1, where 
:= {y | (y,x) e O}. The set of enabled transitions at marking m' is denoted by the symbol 
Te(N, nT). An enabled transition t e Te(N, m') can fire, which changes the marking m1 to m'+1 
according to the equation
where x* := {y | (x,y) e <D} and the symbol card(•) is used to denote the cardinality of the set 
argument. In this paper we do not consider simultaneous firing of multiple transitions. We use
T. A string of transitions cr = t\t2---tk e T*, where tj e T (j e { 1 ,2 ,. . . , it}) is said to be a 
valid firing string starting from the marking m \ if, (1) the transition tx e Te(N, m'), and (2) for 
j e  {1, 2 1 } the firing of the transition tj produces a marking m/+7 and ti+i e Te(N, m i+j)
as a nonnegative integer-valued vector, it is useful to define the input matrix IN and output 
matrix OUT as two n x m matrices, where
The incidence matrix C of the PN N  as an n x m matrix, where C = OUT -  IN. If x(cr) is 
an m-dimensional vector whose i-th component corresponds to the number of occurrences of 
ti in a valid string cr e T*, and if m1’ -» cr m i+j, then m j = m' + Cx(<r). Given an initial 
marking m° the set of reachable markings for m° denoted by %(N, m°), is defined as the set 
of markings generated by all valid firing strings starting with marking m° in the PN N. The 
reachability problem involves deciding if an arbitrary m' e %(N, m°), for an arbitrary m' e N n. 
This problem is decidable [16], [17]. A PN N(m°) is said to be live if
A collection of places P e n i s  said to be a siphon (trap) if *P c  P* (Pm c  *P). A trap (siphon) 
P, is said to be minimal if $P c  P, such that P# c  *P (•P c  />•). A PN structure N  = (fl, T, O)
m1+1 (p) = m l(p) -  card(p* n {/}) + card(*p n {/}),
the symbol T* to denote the set of all possible strings that can be constructed from an alphabet
is enabled. If m'+i results from the firing of cr € T* starting from the initial marking m \ we 
represent it symbolically as m' —> cr —» m'+*. In those contexts where the marking is interpreted
W e T, Vm' e %(N, m°), 3m7 e %(N, m') such that t e Te(N, m7).
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5is a Free-Choice if
V/7 G II, card(p*) > 1 => *{p*) = {p}.
In other words, a PN structure is Free-Choice if and only if an arc from a place to a transition 
is either the unique output arc from that place, or, is the unique input arc to the transition. The 
PN structure shown in figure 2 is an FCPN. A PN N(m°) where N = (II, T, O) is free choice, is 
said to be a Free-Choice Petri net (FCPN). Commoner’s Liveness Theorem (cf. [12]; chapter 4, 
[6]) states an FCPN N{m°) is live if and only if every minimal siphon in N  contains a minimal 
trap that has a non-empty token load at the initial marking m°. Testing the liveness of an FCPN 
is AP-hard (cf. Problem MS3, [18]).
We assume a subset of transitions, called controllable transitions, Tc c  T can be prevented 
from firing by an external agent called the supervisor. The set of uncontrollable transitions, 
denoted by Tu c  T, is given by Tu = T -  Tc. If Tc = T, then we say we have a fully-controlled 
PN, otherwise we have a partially controlled PN. An FCPN is said to be choice-controlled if 
Vi g Tu, CO* = {t}. In the graphic representation of PNs controllable (uncontrollable) transitions 
will be represented by filled (unfilled) rectangles (cf. the PN shown in figure 2).
A supervisory policy V  : N n x T —» [0,1}, is a function that returns a 0 or 1 for each transition 
and each reachable marking. The supervisory policy *P permits the firing of transition tj at 
marking nT, only if ^ (m ', tj) -  1. If tj e Te{N, m') for some marking m1, we say the transition tj is 
state-enabled at m'. If ^ (m ', tj) = 1, we say the transition tj is control-enabled at nT. A transition 
has to be state- and control-enabled before it can fire. The fact that uncontrollable transitions 
cannot be prevented from firing by the supervisory policy is captured by the requirement that 
VnT g U n,P(m l,tj) = 1, if tj e Tu. This is implicitly assumed of any supervisory policy in this 
paper.
A string of transitions cr = t\t2 • • • tk, where tj e T (j G { 1 ,2 ,..., &}) is said to be a valid firing 
string starting from the marking m', if,
1) t\ g Te{N, m'), Vim 'Jx) = 1, and
2) for j  G {1,2 ,... ,k  — 1} the firing of the transition tj produces a marking m'+; and tj+\ g 
Te(N, m l+j) and P(m l+j, tj+i) = 1.
The set of reachable markings under the supervision of V  in N  from the initial marking m° is 
denoted by %(N, m°, V).
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6A supervisory policy *P : N nxT  —» {0,1} is said to be marking monotone, if Vi e T, V{m7, m'} c  
N n,(m j > m') => (^(m 7,^) > P(m l,t)). That is, if a transition is control-enabled at some marking 
by a marking monotone policy, it remains control-enabled for all larger markings. The Karp and
edges, and T1 : A —» V x V is the incidence function. For each 'a e A, if ¥(5) = (v/,v}), then 
the directed edge H is said to originate (terminate) at vj- (v}). Borrowing from the notation used 
for PNs, we define *a -  (v)} and a* = {v}}. Each vertex v g V is associated with an extended 
marking p(v) e (N  U w)", where to can be interpreted as a very large positive integer. Each 
edge “a e A is associated with a transition T(S) e T. A  marking monotone supervisory policy 
V  : N n x T  —» {0,1} can be naturally extended to p(y) e (N  U oj)n as
Figure 1 contains the procedure for the construction of the KM-tree G(N(m°), P). We note 
that if the (marking monotone) supervisory policy V  control-enables all transitions in T for all 
markings, then the procedure of figure 2 will yield the conventional KM-tree in the literature 
(cf. section 4.2.1, [3]). Theorem 4.1 of reference [3] states that the KM-tree of an unsupervised 
PN is finite. The proof of this claim applies equally to G(N(m°),P), which is finite too.
The coverability graph G(A(m°),!P) = (Vr,A,'F) is essentially the KM-tree, where the duplicate 
nodes are merged as one. Figure 2 presents a partially controlled PN N(m°) and its coverability 
graph under the supervision of a marking monotone policy V  that disables t5 e Tc only at 
markings in the set {(0 0 0 0)r ,(0 0 0 l)7} . Each vertex in the coverability graph has at most 
one outgoing edge labeled by each transition in T. Therefore, directed paths in the coverability 
graph can be unambiguously identified by strings in T*. If there is a path from v, e V to Vj e V  
with label cr* € T* in G(7V(m°), V), we denote it as v, —> cr —» vy.
Theorem 4.2 of reference [4] states that when the KM-tree is constructed in the absence of 
supervision, Vv e V, Vk e N , there exists a valid firing string cr starting from m° such that 
m° —> cr —> m' and
Miller tree (KM-tree) of a PN N{m°) under the supervision of a marking monotone policy P  is 
a directed graph G(N(m°),P) = ( V ^ ,^ ) ,  where V is the set of vertices, A is the set of directed
1 if 3m < p{v) such that V{m, t) = 1, 
0 otherwise.
(1)
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7That is, if n(v) for some vertex v in the KM-tree has a collection of ¿¿-symbols, and if we 
replaced the ¿¿-symbols with any integer k to obtain a marking in, then there is a valid firing 
string cr e T* such that m° —» cr —> m' such that m' > in. This property is also true of 
G(N(m°),P) and G(iV(m°),!P) for a marking monotone V.
A transition tk in a PN jV(m°) is live under the supervision of V  if
Vm' e ^ ( ^ m 0,^ ) , 3m7 e 2l(iV,m,, f >) such that tk e Te(N ,m j) and iP(mj ,tk) = 1.
A supervisory policy V  enforces liveness if all transitions in N  are live under V. The policy V  is 
said to be minimally restrictive if for every supervisory policy V  : N n x T —»{0,1} that enforces 
liveness in N, the following condition holds
Vm' € AT, W € Te(N, m‘), P (m \ t) > P(m ', t).
Alternately, if a minimally restrictive supervisory policy V  that enforces liveness in N  prevents 
the occurrence of transition t 6 Te(N, m') at some marking m' e N n, then every policy that 
enforces liveness in N  should prevent the occurrence of t e T for the marking m'. There is a 
unique minimally restrictive policy that enforces liveness in every PN N  that has some policy 
that enforces liveness (cf. theorem 6.1, [19]). The existence of a supervisory policy that enforces 
liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled PN is undecidable (cf. theorem 5.3 and corollary 5.2, 
[19]). When all transitions in a PN are controllable (i.e. T = Tc), or if the PN is bounded, the 
existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness is decidable. We now turn our attention to 
the problem of semi-decidability of the existence/non-existence of policies that enforce liveness 
in arbitrary PNs.
III. T h e  E x is t e n c e , a n d  N o n - E x is t e n c e  o f  a  S u p e r v is o r y  P o l ic y  th a t  E n f o r c e s  L iv e n e s s  in
ARBITRARY PNs IS NOT SEMI-DECIDABLE
A subset V Q U of an enumerable set U is said to be recursively enumerable (RE) (cf. section 
1.2.2, [20]) if there is a program P that takes any u e U as input, and eventually halts if and 
only if u e V. The procedure P is also referred to as the positive test for V QU. Equivalently, 
we say membership in V is semi-decidable if the positive test P exists. The following theorem 
notes that there is no positive test for the subset of partially controlled PNs for which there is 
a supervisory policy that enforces liveness.
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8KM -  tree -  with -  supervision G(N(m°), V), where N  = (II, T, ®) is a partially controlled PN 
and *P is a monotone policy.
l: The root vertex of G(N) is Vo. V <— {v0}, and p(v0) = m°.
2: for V, G V do
3: if p(vi) is identical to p(vj) for some v; g V then
4: V,- has no children in G(N) and is marked as the duplicate of v7.
5: end if
6: if Te(N,p(yi)) n {t g T | ‘Pipivi), t) = 1} = 0 then
7: v, has no children in G(N) and is marked as a terminal vertex.
S: end if
9: for tj G Te(N,p(Vi)) n {t G T  I i) = 1} do
10: Create a new vertex v*. V *- V U {v^ }.
li: Create a new directed edge ai, A <— A U {«/}, *ai = Vi,a* = v* and T(a/) = tj.
12: if //(v,)^ = w for some p  g {1, 2,... ,« }  then
13: /i(v*)p =
14: end if
15: if (3vq g  V on the directed path from v0 to v* in G(N) such that p(vq) < /¿(v,)+Cl7-, where
17 is the unit-vector that has a 1 at the j -th location) and (3r g {1, 2, . . .  ,n},p(vq)r < 
(p(Vi) + C l j)r) then 
16: p(vk)r =  (x).
17: else
18: p{vq)r = (p(Vi) + Cly)r, r G {1,2,...,«}.
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
Fig. 1. The procedure for the construction of the Karp and Miller tree (KM-tree), G(N(m°), P), for a partially controlled PN 
N = (It, T, d>) with an initial marking of m° under the supervision of a monotone supervisory policy *P : N n x T  —> {0,1}.
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9(a) N(m°) (b) G(N(m°),P)
Fig. 2. The coverability graph G(/V(m°), V) of a partially controlled FCPN /V(m°) under the supervision of a monotone policy 
V  that makes sure the total number o f tokens in { p \ ,p i ,p i ,p 4 } is never zero. This policy can be shown to enforce liveness for
this FCPN.
Theorem 3.1: The set of partially controlled PNs for which there is a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness is not RE.
This follows from the fact that testing c  9l(Af2, mi}) is undecidable for an arbi­
trary pair of PNs Afi(mJ) and ^ (m j)  (cf. theorem 5.11, [3]), and the fact that the partially 
controlled PN structure in figure 8 of reference [19], constructed from arbitrary PN structures 
N\ = (111, Ti,®i) and N2 = (n 2, T2,<D2) using additional places and transitions, has a supervisory 
policy that enforces liveness for a specific initial marking, if and only if 2l(Ni,m °) c  ^(A^m®). 
Since there is a positive-test for ^(A^m®) $£ ^(A ^m ^), it follows that there can be no positive- 
test for 2l(N i,m j) c  9l(N2,mf} ). This, together with theorem 5.3 and corollary 5.2 of reference 
[19] implies that there can be no positive-test for the existence of a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled PN.
October 23, 2010 DRAFT
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The proof of theorem 3.1 used the fact that it is possible to construct a partially controlled PN 
N(m°) from two PNs iVi(m°) and A^m®), where N x = ( I l^ r^ O i)  and N2 = (n 2, T2, 0 2) such 
that there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in N(m°) if and only if %(N\, mj) c  
%(N2,m°2). Since there is a positive test for %(NU mj) £ 2v(A2,m°), it is natural to investigate 
if there is a positive test for set of partially controlled PNs for which there is no supervisory 
policy that enforces liveness. This is addressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.2: The set of partially controlled PNs for which there is no supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness is not RE.
To establish this theorem we construct a partially controlled PN N(m°), where N\ -  (II, T, O), 
shown in figure 3, from two PNs and N2(m°2), where N = (IIi, 7^ i, <I>i) and N2 =
(n 2, r 2, 0 2) such that there is no supervisory policy that enforces liveness in N  if and only if 
K iN un tf)  c  %(N2, m°). Suppose, II, = {p\,p'2, . . . , p^}, and T, = where i = 1,2,
then n  = n , U n 2 U {7ri,7T2,7r3} and T = Tx U T2 U { ri,r2, . . .  , r 3„+2}. Also, O = Oi U 0 2 U 
{(TTi./j),(i],7ri),(^2,i j ) ,( ^ ,7r2)}J=1u{(^3,T3n+2),(r3n+2, 7r3)}U{(T3rt+2,/7)}/,€nU{(7r i , r 1), (t i, tt2)}, and
O <- O U {(p/,Ti+i),0 ^ ,T i+1)}J=1 U {(pf, T„+1+i), (r„+i+/, 7T3)}"=1 U {{p], T2n+\+i), (T2n+i+i, 7T3)}”=1.
Finally, Tc = T\ U{ri}. We note that the firing of the uncontrollable transition r i+1(/ = 1 ,2 ,... ,« )  
an appropriate number of times will eventually empty places p\ and p], if they have identical 
token loads. If c  5l(^V2,m5), then there is a possibility of all places in IIi U ll2 being
emptied after the token in n\ moves to n2. As this results in a non-live PN, it follows that there 
can be no supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the partially controlled PN shown in figure 
3. Suppose -  %(N2,m 2) ± 0. Since T\ e Tc, it can be control-disabled initially. As
T\ c  Tc, the firing of transitions in N\ can be controlled to yield a marking m! € %(Ni, m^) -  
5l(A(2,m 5). At this marking all transitions in T\ are control-disabled, and the transition T\ is 
control-enabled. The uncontrollable firing of transitions that follow can never empty the places 
in IIi u n 2. Eventually, one of the uncontrollable transitions in the set {r„+2,Tn+3, . . . , r 3n+i} will 
fire, this will result in a non-empty token load in 7r3, at which point the transition r 3„+2 can fire 
as often as necessary to achieve any desired token distribution for the places in the set n , which 
in turn guarantees liveness of N(m°).
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 note that neither the existence, nor the non-existence of a supervisory 
policy that that enforces liveness in an arbitrary partially controlled PN is semi-decidable. So,
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Fig. 3. A partially controlled PN N(m°) where N = (FI, T, O), constructed from two PNs N\ (m”) and where N\ =
(Hi, r i .O i)  and Ni = (n 2, T2, >^2 ) that is used in theorem 3.2.
any heuristic procedure for the synthesis of a supervisory policy for arbitrary partially controlled 
PNs that is sound will hang indefinitely on some instance for which (1) there is a solution, and 
(2) there is no solution.
IV. S o m e  o bser v a tio n s  o n  t h e  S u p e r v is io n  o f  F ully- C o n t r o l l e d  PNs
Corollary 5.1 in reference [19] states that the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces 
liveness in a fully controlled (i.e. Tc = 7) PN V(m°), where N -  (11,7,0) is decidable. The 
following observation is about the set of initial markings of a fully controlled PN that yields a 
supervisory policy that enforces liveness.
Observation 4.1: The set
A(N) := {in0 e N n \ 3 a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in V(m0)} (2)
is right-closed for any fully controlled PN A^m0), where N = (II, T, O) (Tc = T ).
Proof: From theorem 5.1 of reference [19] we note that there is a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness in a fully controlled PN N(m°) where N = (IT, 7, d>) if and only if there exists
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a valid firing string <t \o-2 starting from m° such that m° cr\ —» m' —> cr2 —» m j,m j > m' 
and every member of T appears at least once in cr2 (i.e. x(cr2) > 1, where 1 is the vector of all 
ones). If this condition is satisfied for some m°, then it is also satisfied for any in0 > m°. Hence 
the result. ■
The KM-tree construction shown in figure 1 can be used even if the initial marking is an 
extended marking from the set (A/'U cj)n, which in turn can be used to construct the coverability 
graph of a PN where the initial marking in from the set (NUaj)n. As an illustration, the KM-tree 
of the fully controlled PN shown in figure 4 (which is the PN in figure 6 of reference [19], with 
a different initial marking) under the supervision of a marking monotone policy V  that control- 
enables all transitions at all markings, consists of just the root node Vo, and p(vo) = (0 a> 0 a>)T. 
The initial marking shown in this figure has the interpretation that there are no tokens in places 
P\ and p3, while the token load of places p2 and p4 is a very large number (denoted by cj).
The procedure outlined in the appendix of reference [19] can be used to investigate if there 
is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness for a fully controlled PN whose initial marking is 
from the set (A/'Uiu)”. This in turn implies Valk and Jantzen’s necessary and sufficient condition 
[14] is satisfied, and min(A(N)) can be effectively computed. The set min(A(N)) for the fully 
controlled PN structure N  in figure 4 is [(1 0 0 0)r ,(0 1 1 0)r }.
Fig. 4. A fully controlled PN N with an (extended) initial marking from the set (N  Uw)".
The following construction will find use in subsequent discussion. Suppose 7V(m°) is a partially 
controlled PN where N = (n, T, O) and Tu is not necessarily empty. We define
A/(A0 := [in0 e N n \ 3 a policy that enforces liveness in N(m°) assuming Tc = T). (3)
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That is, A/(AO2 is the set of initial markings for which there is a supervisory policy that enforces 
liveness in N, assuming all transitions are controllable. Since A(N) c  Af (N), it follows that the 
non-emptiness of A/(A0 is necessary for the existence of a policy that enforces liveness in N. 
The set A/(A0 for the partially controlled PN structure shown in figure 2 is {m' e AT* | (m' > 
(1 0 0 0)r ) V (m' > ( 0 1 0  0)r ) V (m‘ > ( 0 0 1  0)r ) V (in' > (0  0 0 \ ) T )} . For this example 
it can be shown that A(A0 = A/(AO, implying that a minimally restrictive supervisory policy 
that enforces liveness for the full-controlled version of the PN will also enforce liveness in the 
partially controlled PN. We now turn our attention to supervisory policies that enforce liveness 
in partially controlled FCPNs.
V. E n f o r c in g  L iv e n e s s  in  Pa rtia lly  C o n t r o l l e d  F C P N s
The existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary, bounded PN 
is decidable [19]. Additionally, there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in a choice- 
controlled FCPN if and only if the corresponding fully-controlled FCPN has a policy that enforces 
liveness (theorem 4, [21]). The rest of this section is about supervisory policies that enforce 
liveness in unbounded FCPNs that are not choice-controlled, the class of FCPNs not covered 
by these two earlier results. We present a string of observations that lead to theorem 5.6, which 
notes that if N(m°) is a partially controlled FCPN, then A(N) (cf. equation 2) is right-closed. 
This observation, along with others, lead to the main result (theorem 5.16) that the existence of 
a supervisory policy in A(m°) is decidable.
The right-closure of A(A0 is easily established for FCPNs that satisfy the conditions in 
Commoner’s Liveness Theorem -  that is, if every minimal siphon in an FCPN contains a trap, 
and if an initial marking places a token in each of these traps, then the same would be true of 
any alternate initial marking that is larger than the original initial marking. The trivial (marking 
monotone) supervisory control policy that permanently control-enables all transitions enforces 
liveness in this case.
There are FCPNs that do not meet the conditions in Commoner’s Liveness Theorem that 
can be made under supervision (for example, FCPN in figure 2(a)). These FCPNs require the 
subsequent observations to establish the right-closure of A(AT).
2When compared to equation 2, the subscript “/ ” in equation 3 is meant to indicate that the transition set is assumed to to 
be fully controllable when A/(W) is computed.
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Let N(m°) and N(m°) be two partially controlled FCPNs with the same structure N = (II, T, O), 
but different initial markings. Suppose m° > m°, and P  : N nx T  —> {0,1} is a supervisory policy 
that enforces liveness in N{m°), we eventually synthesize a policy P  : N n x T —» {0,1} that 
enforces liveness in jV(in0). The first observation is about the unsupervised behavior of N(in°) 
and the supervised behavior of N(m°) under P, which is used in subsequent parts of this section.
Lemma 5.1: Suppose m° —> cr —> m* under the supervision of P  in N, in0 —> cr —> m7 in 
N  in the absence of any supervision, and Vi e {1 ,2 ,..., m}, x(cr), > x(cr)h where x(«)7- is the 
number of occurrences of tj e T in the string argument. Also, let us suppose that {tj e T \ 
x(cr)j > x(cr)y} c  Tu, then 3cri,cr2 e T*, such that (i) m7 —> —> mr in N  in the absence of any
supervision, (ii) m* —> —> ms under the supervision of P  in N, and (iii) x(<xcri) = x(cr(T2 )
(=> m' > m ).
To restate the implicant in the above observation -  the event string a  occurs under the 
supervision of P, which enforces liveness in N{m°). The event string a  occurs in N(m°) in 
the absence of any supervision. Strings a  and cr contain the same number of occurrences of any 
controllable transition tc e Tc. A  few uncontrollable transitions appear more often in the valid 
firing string a , when compared to those in cr.
Lemma 5.1 states that it is possible to extend string a  with cfj, and cr with cf2 such that 
x(crcf i) and x{cro:2 ) are identical. In addition, the is a valid firing string in N  starting from 
in0 in the absence of any supervision, and crcf2 is a valid firing string under the supervision of 
P  in N  starting from m°.
Proof: Since the supervisory policy P  enforces liveness in Af(m°), we can pick a firing 
string c t \ e T* with the following properties:
1) m* —» crl -> m*+1 under the supervision of P  in N(m°),
2) Vcr] € (pr{cr\) -  {crj}), if -> 7f\ -> m, then Te(N, m) n {tj e T \ x(cr)j > x(cr)y} = 0, 
where pr(*) is used to denote the prefix-set of the string argument, and
3) [tj e T | x(a)j > x(cr)j} n Te(N ,m k+l) * 0.
That is, the marking that results from the firing of any proper prefix of (T\ (under the supervision 
of P) does not state-enable any uncontrollable transition that occurred more often in 7r compared 
to to cr. In addition, one of these uncontrollable transitions is state-enabled at the marking that 
results after the firing of crj.
We will show that m7 —» crx —» m7+1 in N  in the absence of supervision. This can be established
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by contradiction. Let us suppose Bcri e  (pr(cr\) -  {crj}), such that m* -» or\ —» in under the 
supervision of P  in N, in7 —> cFi —» in in N  in the absence of supervision, and 3tq e  T, such 
that tq e  Te(N,m) -  Te(N,m). We consider two cases (i) (%)* t  {tq}, and (ii) (*tqy  = {tq}.
In the first case, since N  is an FCPN, we infer that card{*tq) = 1. Let {pr} = *tq. Since 
tq e  Te(N, m) -  Te(N, m), mr > 1, and mr = 0. But, mr = + C(r, *)x(ir) + C(r, •)x(o:1), while
mr = in° + C(r, •)x(cr) + C(r, •)x(o:1). The term C(r, •) is used to denote the r-th row of the 
incidence matrix. Since Vi e {1 ,2 ,..., m}, x(<x)/ > x(cr), => 3y e  N m, such that C(r, •)x(o:) = 
C(r, «)x(cr) + C(r, »)y. Since in0 > m°, mr > 1, and inr = 0, we infer that the term C(r, «)y has 
to be less than zero. Also, if y, > 0, for some i € { 1 ,2 ,... ,m}, then i, e  {tj e  T \ x (a ) j  > x(cr)y}. 
This, along with the fact that N  is an FCPN, implies that pr is the only input place to one of 
the transitions in the set {tj e T \ x(cr);- > x(cr);}. In turn, this would imply that at least one of 
the transitions in the set {tj £ T | x((?)y > x(cr)y} is state enabled in N  under the marking m. 
This contradicts requirement 2 listed above.
In the second case (i.e. (*tq)m = {^}), we note that 3pr e *tq such that mr > 1, while mr = 0. 
Using the same logic as in the previous case we conclude that pr is an input place of one of the 
transitions in the set {tj e T \ x(cry > x(<r)y}. But the fact that (*tqY = {tq},pr e *tq and N  is an 
FCPN, we conclude that the transition tq is one of the transitions in the set {tj E T \ x(cry > x(cr)y }. 
A similar contradiction is obtained in this case also.
So, Te(N, m) -  Te(N, m) = 0, and mj -> cr\ —> in7+1 in N  in the absence of any supervision, 
while m k —> crj —» m^+1 under the supervision of P  in N. At the marking m*+1 in N  we can fire 
one of the enabled transitions ts E {tj E T \ x(aj > x(cr)y} n Te(N ,m k+l) under the supervision of 
P  as ts e T u. Let us suppose m*+1 - » ts —> m k+2 under the supervision of P  in N.
We repeat the above argument replacing the string a  with (rcrj, and the string cr with cr(T\ts 
(or, equivalently, the set {tj e  T \ x(cr)j > x(cr)y} with the set {tj e T \ x (a ) j  > x(cr)y} -  {rs}, m k 
with mt+2, and m j with in;+1). This process is repeated till x(cnxi) = x(crcr2) ■
The following observation follows directly from the proof of lemma 5.1. Each prefix of the 
string (T\ is a valid firing string starting from in7 in N  in the absence of any supervision, and it 
is also a valid firing string starting from m* under the supervision of P. Additionally, the firing 
of ts e  Tu at marking m*+1 does not affect the conditions of the observation.
Observation 5.2: For the strings <xi,<x2 e T* referred to in the statement of lemma 5.1, the 
following are also true: Vcr3 e p r^ j ) ,  3cr4 e pr(cr2), such that (i) in7 <x3 —> m in A7 in
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the absence of any supervision, (ii) m* —» -» in under the supervision of P  in N, (iii)
x(cnx3), > xicra^i, Vi e {1 ,2 ,..., m), and (iv) {tj e T \ x(srcr?)j > x(o-<x4)y} c  Tu.
Using the supervisory policy P  for A(m°), we define a supervisory policy P  for A(in°) as 
follows -
1) V teT ,P (m ° ,t)  = P(m°,t).
2) Suppose in0 —> a  -> in7 in N  under the supervision of P,
a) Vi,- e Tu,P (m j,ti) = 1.
b) Vi,- € Tc, (P(mj, u) = 1) «
i) i, € Te(N, in7), and
ii) 3cr e T*, such that
A) m° —> o~ —> nT under the supervision of P  in N,
B) Vk g {1 ,2 ,..., m}, xtfrtdk > x(cr)k, and
C) {tj € T | x{ati)j > x(cr)y} C Tu.
Observations 5.3 and 5.4 play a critical role in establishing the right-closure of the set A(N) 
for any partially controlled FCPN N.
Observation 5.3: Suppose in0 —» a  -> iii7 in N  under the supervision of P, then 3cr eT*, such 
that (i) m° —> cr —> m5 under the supervision of P  in N, (ii) Vk e {1,2,... ,m},x(<r)* > x(cr)k, 
and (iii) {tj e T  | x(i?)y- > x(<x)y} c  Tu.
Observation 5.4: Suppose in0 —> a  —»in7 in N  under the supervision of P  and m° -* cr —» m* 
in N  under the supervision of P, where x(i?) = x(cr). If m k —» cr —> m v in N  under the supervision 
of P, then in7 —> cf —> mr in N  under the supervision of P  also.
Observation 5.3 can be established by using the definition of P  and an induction argument 
over the length of a. The details are skipped for brevity. Observation 5.4 follows directly from 
the fact that if m* —> i, —> m*+1 under the supervision of P  in N, then in7 —> » m7+1 under
the supervision of P  in N. To see this, note that m7 > m*, which in turn implies tj e Te(N, in7). 
So, if tu e T u, then in7 -» r, —»m7+1 under the supervision of P  in N. For the case when r, e Tc, 
we note that x(crf,-) = x(oTf), and {tj e T | x(trf,-)y- > x(crii)J} = 0(c Tu), which in turn implies 
that P(m j,ti) = 1, and in7 —» —> in7+1 under the supervision of P  in N.
Lemma 5.5: The supervisory policy P  enforces liveness in A^m0).
Proof: Let in0 —> cr —»in7 under the supervision of P. By observation 5.3 we know that 3cr e
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T* such that (i) m° —> <j  —> m k under the supervision of P  in N, (ii) Vp e {1,2,.. .,m),x{cr)p > 
\(cr)p, and (iii) {tp € T \ x(a% > x{cr)p) c  Tu.
By lemma 5.1 we know that 3<xi, a 2 e T* such that (i) in7 —> crj —> inr in N, (ii) m* —> a 2 —■► 
m s under the supervision of P  in N, and (iii) x ^cF O  = x(<xcr2)(=> rn' > ms).
Additionally, from observation 5.2 we know that Vcr3 e pr(cfi), 3cr4 e pr(cr2), such that (i) 
in7 -> cr3 —> in in N, (ii) m* —> cr4 —> m under the supervision of V  in N, (iii) x(oTr3)p > 
x((r<r4 )p,Vp  € {1,2,...,m }, and (iv) [tp e T \ x i^ a ^ p  > x(crcr4)p} c  Tu. All these observations 
imply that in7 —» <Ti —» inr under the supervision of P  in N.
Noting that (i) xicnri) = x(cr<X2), (ii) in0 —> crcrj —» mr under the supervision of P  in N, (iii) 
m° —> <xcr2 m5 under the supervision of P  in N, and (iv) the fact that P  enforces liveness in 
N, using observation 5.4, we conclude that P  also enforces liveness in N. ■
Lemma 5.5 states that the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in a partially 
controlled FCPN is monotone with respect to the initial marking. That is, if there is a policy 
that enforces liveness in a partially controlled FCPN iV(m°) where N = (II, T, <X>) then there is 
a similar policy for any FCPN A(in°) if in0 > m°. This observation is not necessarily true for 
PNs that are not FCPNs. There is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the Asymmetric 
Choice Petri net (ACPN)3 PN N(m°) shown in figure 5. For instance the supervisory policy that 
enforces the (repeated) firing of string t ^ t ^ t ^ t ^ t q  will enforce liveness. However, there is no 
supervisory policy that enforces liveness in N(m°) where in0 = (0 0 0 0 1 l)r . This brings us 
to one of the main observations of this paper.
Theorem 5.6: If N = (n, T, ®) is a partially controlled FCPN structure, then A(N) (cf. equation 
2) is right-closed.
The consequence of observation 5.6 is that there is a supervisory policy P  that enforces 
liveness in an FCPN N(m°) where N  = (n, T, O) if and only if m° e A(N)(± 0). It is important 
to note that even though A(N) is right-closed for an FCPN N, the set of markings reachable 
under the supervision of P, % (N,m°,P), is not necessarily right-closed. For instance, for the 
FCPN N = ({p}, {r}, {(/7,0, (i,p)},m°), A(A) = {m 6 N  \ m > 1} is right-closed, but for any initial 
marking m° e A(A0, % (N,m°,P) = {m0}, is not right-closed. However, 2l(Af, m°,P) c  A(N) if P  
enforces liveness in N. We note that if m° e A(N), there is a supervisory policy P  that enforces
3A PN where N = (n , T,O), is an ACPN if and only if V p\,p 2 e f l , (/?* n  p\  ^ 0) => ((p* c  p*) v  (p* c  p*)).
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Pi
Fig. 5. An Asymmetric Choice Petri net (ACPN) /V(m°). Note, '(pi)  = {ps,P6), and p*5 c  p*.
liveness in A(m°). Additionally, m° -> cr -> m 1 is permitted by V  if cr e T*. The following 
observation follows from the fact that ^ (A ,m 0,^ )  c  A(N).
Reference [22] characterizes supervisory policies that enforce liveness in fully-controlled 
FCPNs that do not meet the requirements of Commoner’s Liveness Theorem as follows -  a 
supervisory policy enforces liveness in (fully-controlled) FCPN if and only if (1) the supervisory 
policy ensures no (minimal) siphon is ever emptied, and (2) if the policy prevents the occurrence 
of a controllable transition at some marking m (because its firing could eventually result in an 
empty siphon), then there is a marking that is reachable under supervision from the marking m, 
where the same controllable transition is state- and control-enabled. The proof of this necessary 
and sufficient characterization of supervisory policies that enforces liveness in fully-controlled 
FCPNs in reference [22], holds mutatis mutandis for partially-controlled FCPNs as well.
So, if an FCPN N(m°) can be made live under the supervision of a policy V, then V  satisfies 
the requirements (1) and (2) noted above. Since the supervisory policy V, enforces liveness 
in A(in°) where in0 > m°, it follows that V  also satisfies conditions (1) and (2) listed above. 
From the procedure that derives policy V  from V  (cf. the discussion following observation 5.2), it 
follows that the firing of additional uncontrollable transitions at any reachable marking of N(m°) 
(as in0 > m°), cannot result in the emptying of any siphon in the FCPN structure N. This is not 
true for PNs that are not FCPNs. For example, the set F = {p\,p2, Pi, Pa, Pe\ is the only siphon in 
the ACPN N  shown in figure 5. For the initial marking m° = (0 0 0 0 0 l)r shown in figure 5, the 
supervisory policy V  of disabling a controllable transition whenever its firing could eventually
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empty T, can be shown to enforce liveness in the ACPN of figure 5. This policy would disable t2 
at any marking m g if and only if m(/?!) = m(p2) + m(/?3) + m(p4) + m(/?6) = 1. If we
considered an initial marking in0 = (0 0 0 0 1 l)r (> m°), the supervisory policy of preventing 
t2 at any marking m g if and only if m (pt) = m(p2) + m(/?3) + m(p4) + m(/?6) = 1,
does not enforce liveness -  because, the firing of the additional uncontrollable transition f7 
(g Te(N, in0) -  Te(N, m0)) at in0 € %(N, in0) in N(m°) will empty the siphon T.
Observation 5.7: Let N(m°) be a partially controlled FCPN where N = (n, T, d>), and let 
m° g A(N). If m° —> cr —> m 1 in N  for some cr e T*, then m 1 g A(N).
For a PN structure N  = (IT, 7\d>), suppose IN is a n x m  input matrix of N, whose &-th column 
is written as IN*, then m7 = max{IN*, m'} is the (unique) smallest marking that is greater than 
or equal to nV where tk g Te(N, m7), This is used in the synthesis of a supervisory policy for an 
FCPN N, from A(N), assuming A(N) ^ 0.
Given a partially controlled FCPN /^(m0) where N = (II, T, O) and m° g A(N), we define a 
supervisory policy V  for N(m°) as follows -  Vm' g %(N,
1) if ti g Tu, then ‘Pim 'Ji) = 1,
2) if ti G Tc, then V{m\t{) = 0 if and only if i/ g Te(N, m7), where m7 = max{IN/,m'} and 
m7 —» ^ —> m* in N  (in the absence of supervision), and m* £ A(N).
We have (m7 ^ A(N)) <^> ({m* g min(A(N)) | < m'} = 0). So, if min(A(N)) is readily available
!P(m, t) can be computed in finite-time for any m g N n, t e T. The following observation is 
about the markings that are reachable under the supervision of V  in a partially controlled FCPN 
Af(m°) where N  = (II, T , O) and m° g A(N).
Observation 5.8: For a partially controlled FCPN N(m°), where N = (II, T, d>), and m° g 
A (AO, c  A(N).
Suppose m° —> cr —» m' under the supervision of V  in N. This observation can be established 
by an induction argument over the length of cr. The base-case is easily established when cr is 
the empty string. The induction hypothesis supposes the observation is true for all cr of length 
k g N . For the induction step we suppose m' —> ti —> mi+1 under the supervision of P  in N. 
If ti g Tc the observation is established by the definition of V  and the fact that ti e Te(N, m'). 
If ti g Tu, from the induction hypothesis we infer m' g A(N). Using observation 5.7, we infer 
m'+1 g A(N).
Lemma 5.9: The supervisory policy V  defined above is the minimally restrictive policy that
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enforces liveness in a partially controlled FCPN N(m°) where N  = (II, T, O) and m° g A(N).
Proof: Let m° —> o-\ —> m 1 under the supervision of P  in N. From observation 5.8 we 
know m1 g A(N). So, there is a supervisory policy P  that enforces liveness in N{m1).
We note, Vi, g T, 3cr2 G T*, such that m 1 —> cr2 —> m2 under the supervision of P  and 
i, e Te(N ,m 2) and ^ (m 2,*,-) = 1. Let us suppose m2 —> —» m3 under the supervision of
P. Additionally, Vcr3 e pr(cr2), where pr(•) denotes the prefix-set of the string argument, if 
m1 —> cr3 —> m4 under the supervision of P, since %(N, m1,^ ) c  A(N), we have m4 g A(N).
By the definition of P  we infer m 1 —> cr3 —> m4 under the supervision of P  in N  too. If 
tu g Tu, then P(m 2,tu) = 1. Since m3 g A(N), we infer that if i, g Tc,P (m 2,ti) = 1. Hence P  
enforces liveness in N.
The minimally restrictive nature of P  follows from the fact that if for some marking m g 
%(N, m°, P), P(m, ti) = 0 then i, G i c il r e(A,m),m —» i, —> in in N  and in i  A(N). From the 
fact that % (N,m°,P) c  A(N) for any supervisory policy P  that enforces liveness in N, we infer 
in cannot be reached under the supervision of any policy that enforces liveness either. ■
The import of this observation is that as long as we have an effectively computable procedure 
for testing membership of m° in A(N) for any partially controllable FCPN structure N =  (n, T, O), 
we can construct the minimally restrictive policy that enforces liveness for N(m°). For instance, 
the FCPN structure N  shown in figure 2 has min(A(N)) = {(1 0 0 0)r ,(0 1 0 0)r ,(0 0 1 0)r , 
(0 0 0 l)7}. The minimally restrictive supervisory policy that enforces liveness would prevent 
the firing of transition t5 e Tc at the markings {(0 0 0 1)7,(0 0 0 0)7}.
It is also important to note that lemma 5.9 applies to other classes of PN structures {A,},e/ 
identified by some index-set /, where A (A,) is right-closed. For instance, the set of fully-controlled 
PNs satisfies this requirement. As noted earlier, min{A{N)) = {(1 0 0 0)7,(0 1 1 0)7} for the 
fully-controlled PN structure N  shown figure 4. There is a supervisory policy that enforces 
liveness for this PN for an any initial marking m° g A(N). The policy that prevents the firing 
of a transition tc at marking m 1 whenever 3m2 > m 1 such that m2 —> tc -» m3 and m3 £ A (A), 
would be the minimally restrictive, marking monotone policy that enforces liveness in N(m°).
A set of markings A1 Q N n is said to be control invariant with respect to a partially controlled 
PN structure N  = (II, if A1 = V{M), where
T(M) = {nT g AF \ 3cr G T*, 3m7 g At, such that m7 —> cr -> m'}.
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Note, M  c  T{M) in general. If M  is not control invariant, then 3m' g  M , 3 tu g  Tu, m' —» tu —> m7 
and m7 g At. Suppose A1 is right-closed, and is finitely characterized by min(M), then M  is 
not control invariant if and only if 3m' e min(M), 3x € A/71, 3 tu e Te(N, (m' + x)) n Tu such that 
(m* + x) -» tu -> m7 in N, and m7 g At. Note that m7 = max{INM,m'} + C x 1„, and m7 g A1 
if and only if 3m* g min(M) such that m7 > m*. The following observation shows that the 
control invariance of a right-closed set M , whose minimal elements min(M) can be effectively 
computed, is decidable.
Lemma 5.10: If the set min(M) of a right-closed set of markings M  Q A/71, is effectively 
computable, its control invariance with respect to a partially controlled PN structure N  = (13, T, O) 
can be decided in finite time.
Proof: M  is control invariant with respect N  if and only if WM e Tu, Vm' € min(M), 3m7 e 
min(M), such that
(max{INM, m'} + C x 1„) > m7
where 1M is the m-dimensional unit-vector where the u-th component is unity, IN„ is the M-th 
column of the n x m input matrix of N, and C is the n x m incidence matrix of N.
The above statement follows from the fact that the set {y e N n \ tu e Te(N, (m' + y)}, where 
tu e Tu and m' e min(M) is right-closed, minify g N n \ tu e Te(N,(m' + y)}) = max{INM,m '}-m ', 
and the process of firing tu e Tu at the marking (m'+y) will result in the marking (m'+y) + C x lM.
■
The following observation follows directly from observation 5.7.
Observation 5.11: For any partially controlled FCPN structure N  = (II, T ,0), A(N) is control 
invariant.
The following observation is about the existence of a path of a specific nature in the coverability 
graph G(N, m°) under the supervision of the marking monotone supervisory policy V  in lemma 
5.9.
Observation 5.12: Let N = (II, 7 ,0 )  be a partially controlled FCPN structure, with an initial 
marking m° g  A(N). Also, let G(A(m°),7>) = (V,A) be the coverability graph of N(m°) under 
the supervision of V, the marking monotone supervisory policy of lemma 5.9. Then 3v, g 
V,3o-\,ct2 e T*, such that v0 —> cr\ —> v, —> cr2 —> v,- in G(N(m°),P) and \(cr2) > 1, and 
Cx(<r 2) > 0, where 1 is the m-dimensional vector of all ones.
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Proof: Since m° € A(N) and P  is the minimally restrictive policy that enforces liveness 
in Af(m°), from theorem 5.1 [19], we know Ben,cr2 g T*, 31m1,m 2} c  % (N,m°,P) such that 
m° —> <xi —> m 1 —» cr2 —> m2 in Af under the supervision of P, m2 > m 1, and x(cr2) > 1. This 
in turn would imply that there is a path v0 —> i?i<x2 —> vj —> cr2 —> v\ in G(N(m°),P) where 
x(ix2) > 1 and Cx(cr2) > 0. Letting cr\ -  a  {a 2 and cr2 = o:2, we get the above observation. ■
The following observation presents a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
supervisor policy that enforces liveness in N(m°) where N = (II, T, O) is a partially controlled 
FCPN structure.
Lemma 5.13: There is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in Af(m°), where N =
(II, T, ®) is a partially controlled FCPN structure if and only if there is a finite set of minimal
elements, min{T), of a control invariant, right-closed set T c  Afn, such that for the marking
monotone supervisory policy Py : N n x T —» {0,1} defined by
~  ( 0 if (t € Tc) A (3my g T, m7 > m') A (m7 —> tc -* m* in N, m* ^ T),
P r (m ,t)  = <{ (4)
I 1 otherwise,
Viri' g min(T), there is a path Vo -> ct\ —» v\ —» cr2 —> Vj, in the coverability graph G(N(m',Py)) = 
(V,A), such that x(cr2) > 1 and Cx(cr2) > 0, where 1 is the m-dimensional vector of all ones, 
and m° g T.
Proof: (Only if) Let T = A(N), in which case the marking monotone policy Py in the 
statement of the observation is identical to the marking monotone policy P  in lemma 5.9. The 
existence of a path with the specific structure in the statement of the observation follows from 
observation 5.12.
(If) Since T is control invariant we have %(N, m°, Py) c Y. Since all members of in* g min(Y) 
satisfy the requirement on the coverability graph enunciated in the statement of the observation, 
the same is true of any m 1 G %(N, m°, Py)(Q Y). From equation 1 we note that VA: g N , 3m2 g 
% (N ,m x,Py) such that
2 >  k  i f  f i (V \ ) i  =  CO,
m i =  \
I fi(vi)i otherwise.
By choosing k large enough, we can guarantee validity (under supervision) of cr2 at m2. That 
is, for sufficiently large k, 3<r3 g T*, such that m 1 —> <r3 —> m2 -> cr2 m3. Since Cx(cr2) > 0, 
it follows that m3 > m2, and since x(cr2) > 1, we conclude the (marking monotone) policy Py 
enforces liveness in N(m°). ■
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The following result on the semi-decidability of the existence of a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled FCPN iV(m°) should be contrasted with 
the observation 3.1, which says such a procedure does not exist for general class of partially 
controlled PNs.
Lemma 5.14: The existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary 
partially controlled FCPN N(m°) is semi-decidable.
Proof: If there is a policy that enforces liveness in iV(m°), from lemma 5.13 we know 
there is a finite set of minimal elements {m'jjL, that define a control invariant, right-closed set 
with the specific path-requirement enunciated in the statement of lemma 5.13. The fc-many, n- 
dimensional, minimal elements {m'JjL, can be concatenated and represented as a single vector 
in N nk. The set N nk is denumerable as the set (J,^ N l is denumerable (cf. theorem 2.1, 
[23]), and [jk>i N nk c  Ufel Af*. Each member of (J^ j N kn identifies a collection of minimal 
elements {m'}f=1 for the appropriate value of k. These minimal elements represent a right-closed 
set, which is viewed as a candidate for T of lemma 5.13. The control invariance of this candidate 
for T can be tested in finite time using the minimal elements {mf}f=1. If the candidate for T 
is control invariant, the marking monotone policy Py that prevents the firing of a controllable 
transition at a marking when its firing would result in a marking that is not in the candidate for 
T can be shown to be marking monotone. The existence of a path with the specific requirement 
enunciated in lemma 5.13 in the coverability graph G(N(ml),P r ) for each member of {m'JjLj 
can be tested in finite time too. Therefore, an exhaustive search of [jk>i N kn, coupled with the 
tests mentioned above will identify a candidate T = A(N) where m° € T if there is a policy that 
enforces liveness in Thus proving the semi-decidability of the existence of a policy that
enforces liveness in an arbitrary partially controlled FCPN ■
As an illustration, the candidate T identified by the minimal elements
= {(1 0 0 0)7,(0 1 0 0)7,(0 0 1 0)r ,(0 0 0 l )7}
is control invariant with respect to the partially controlled FCPN structure shown in figure 2. 
For the PN shown in this figure, m° e T. If P r  is a (marking monotone) policy that enforces 
2l(A,m°,!PT) c  T, then for each member of the set {m'}f=1, the coverability graph G(N(m'),Pr ) 
has the specific path that is required in the statement of observation 5.12. The coverability graph 
G(N(m2),P r ), for m2 = (0 1 0 0)7, is shown in figure 6. There is a path Vo —>0*1 —* V] —» cr2 —>
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Vi, where /z(v0) = ( 0 1 0  0)7,ju(vi) = (a> a> oj oj) t , crx -  t2UhhU , and cr2 = ?i?2f3?4*5- Note that 
x(cr2) = 1 and Cx(cr2) = 0. We arrive at a similar conclusion (about the existence of the specific 
path) for the other four members in {m’}J=1. By lemma 5.13, the policy Vy enforces liveness in 
N(m°).
Fig. 6. The coverability graph G(N(m2) ,P r ), m2 = ( 0 1 0  0)T for the FCPN structure shown in figure 2. The 
marking monotone supervisory policy is defined using the right- closed set T, whose minimal elements are (m‘}f=1 = 
{(1 0 0 0)r ,(0 1 0 0)r ,(0 0 1 0)r ,(0 0 0 l ) r }.
As an other illustration, consider the FCPN shown in figure 7(a). The set T identified
by the minimal elements
(m')?=1 = {(1 0 0 0  0)r ,(0 0 0 1 l)r )
is control invariant with respect to the partially controlled FCPN structure N i shown in figure 7(a). 
The initial marking of this FCPN belongs to T. The coverability graphs G(N\ (in'), Vy), i = 1,2 
are shown in figure 7(b) and 7(c). There is a path v0 -* (T\ -> vj —» cr2 -> vj, where ¿/(v0) = 
(1 0 0 0 0)T,fi(v\) = (oj cj a> cj oj)t ,(T\ = t2t5t4t-i, and cr2 = t3t6t2t4 t5t2t\ in the coverability graph 
in figure 7(b), where x(cr2) = 1 and C\(cr2) = 0. For the coverability graph in figure 7(c), we
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have cri = f7t^t2ts, and cr2 = titfoU t& tu  which satisfies all the requirements. By lemma 5.13, 
the policy Vy enforces liveness in Afi(m°).
Fig. 7. The marking monotone supervisory policy P y  is defined in equation 4, min{T) = {m '.n F h m 1 = ( 1  0 0 0 0)T, and 
in2 = (0 0 0 1 l ) r .
(a) W2(m°) (b) /V3(m°)
Fig. 8. FCPNs W2(m °),N2 = (n2, T2, <F2) and N3(m°), N3 = (n3, T3, <D3).
We will consider a few more illustrative examples to motivate a (semi-decidable) procedure 
for the non-existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary partially 
controlled FCPN. First, we consider the partially controlled FCPN structures N2 = (fl2, T2, 0 2)
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and N$ = (113,73,03) shown in figures 8(a) and 8(b) respectively. The structures of these two
FCPNs are almost identical, except that i3 e Tc in N2, while i3 e Tu in N2. A search for
the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in N2 is conducted by looking for 
a candidate for Y(= A(N2)), which we denote by Y in the subsequent discussion. Initially, 
Y = Af(N 2) (cf. equation 3), where ram(Y) = {m'}J=1, and
{m'}J=1 = {(1000 0)r , ( 0 2 0 0  0)r , ( 0 1 1 0  0)r , (0 1 0 1  0)r , ( 0 1 0 0  l)r , ( 0 0 1 1  0)r , (0 001  l)7"}.
Since, in3 —> t6 —> m l,t6 e Tu and m' ^ Y, Y is not control invariant with respect to the structure 
N2. The search for a control invariant subset of Y replaces in3 = (0 1 10  0)r by a set of larger 
markings (which implicitly identifies a new candidate for Y which is a subset of the original 
candidate) such that the markings that result from the firing of t6 at these larger markings will 
remain in the (new choice) of Y. In this case, m3 <— where
in1 -  in3 + max (o, in7 -  (max{IN x 16, in3} + C x 16)}, (5)
0 is the vector of all zeros, le is the unit-vector whose 6-th entry is unity, I (C) is the n x m
input (incidence) matrix, and and j  e {1,2,... ,7} -  {3}. The minimal elements of this resulting 
set of twelve vectors identifies the next iterate in the search for a control invariant subset of 
Ay(IV), which in this case is
(m')?=1 = {(1 0 0 0  0)T,(0 2 0 0  0)r ,(0 1 0 1 0)7',(0 1 0 0 l)r , (0 0 1 1 0)T,(0 0 0 1 l)r ).
In the above list, in2 —> t3 —> m', and m1 i  T. So, T as defined by the minimal elements listed 
above, is not control-invariant. The search for a control invariant subset of Y continues with the 
replacement of in2 by a set of larger markings, followed by appropriate steps that concludes 
with following set of minimal elements:
minty) = = {(1 0 0 0  0)r , (0 1 0 0  1 )r , (0 0 0 1 l)r ). (6)
At each stage of the search, the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in 
A2(m°),Vm0 e N 5 -  Y is ruled out.
The candidate Y is control invariant with respect to the FCPN structure 7V3. This conclusion 
can be reached following the investigation into the existence of the path with the properties 
identified in lemma 5.13 for the coverability graphs involving the three minimal elements 
identified above. The coverability graphs G(N2(m l),‘Py),G(N2(m?'),(Py) and G(A3(m3),!P^) are
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shown in figure 9(a), 9(b) and 9(c). For G(N2(m l),Py), we have v0 -> <J\ -» Vi -> <x2 -> vu 
where /i{v2) = (o) cd cu o  u))T,cr\ = ¿2*5*1 *4*7*4»0*2 = t2t5t2t3t6tit4,x(cr2) = 1, and Cx(cr2) = 0. For 
G(A2(in2) ,P jj), we have /¿(v2) = (w w w w ¿D)r ,cri = t4t1t4t2t3t\,cr2 = t1t2t5t3t()t\t4,x(o-2) = 1, 
and Cx(cr2) = 0. Finally, for G(A2(m3) ,^ )>  we have //(v2) = (¿j  iu ¿u iu iu)r ,crj = t1t4t2t5tx,cr2 = 
h h h h h t\t4, x(cr2) = 1, and Cx(cr2) = 0. From lemma 5.13, we conclude that enforces liveness 
in A2(m°) if m° e T. Additionally, A(N2) = T, or,
min(A(N2)) = {(1 0 0 0  0)7,(0 1 0 0 1)7,(0 0 0 1 l)7}.
(a) G(N2{ml) ,P i) (b) G(N2(ffi2),!P?)
Fig. 9. The coverability graphs G(V2 (m'), Py), G(A^ 2 (m2), *Py) and G(A^(m3) ,^ ) .  The marking monotone policy ensures 
5t(A^ 2,m0, ^ )  £ T  where T is identified by the minimal elements in equation 6.
We turn our attention to A3(m°) shown in figure 8(b). Initially, T = Ay(jV3)(= A/(Af2)), which 
is not control invariant with respect to N3. The search for a control invariant subset described 
above results in the set whose minimal elements are
min(T) = {m'}2=1 = {(1 0 0 0 0)7,(0 0 0 1 l)7}. (7)
Figure 10 presents the coverability graphs G(A3(in1) ,^ ) »  and G(A3(in2) , ^ ) .  There is a path 
vo —> cr\ —» vj -» cr2 —>• V! with the properties identified in lemma 5.13 in G(N3(m2),P^), where
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n{v2) = (to to co to co)t, ct\ = t2t^t2t^t\,cr2 -  t2t2t5t2)t(it\t^,x{o-2) -  1, and Cx(cr2) = 0. However, 
GCA^in1) , ^ )  does not contain any path that meets the requirements identified in lemma 5.13.
The search, as described earlier, proceeds by replacing in1 by larger markings, which eventually 
results in the following minimal elements for T,
= {(2 0 0 0 O f ,(1 1 0 0 0 f , ( l  0 1 0 O f  ,(1 0 0 1 0 f , ( l  0 0  0 if} . (8)
To investigate if each of these new additions are necessary, we compute the coverability graphs 
that will arise if the minimal elements were
{m*}f=1 = {{to 0 0 0 O f, (1 0 0 O f, (1 0 w 0 O f, ( l OOw Of,  (1 0 0 0 co)T, ( 0 0 0  1 if} . (9)
In this context, to is to be interpreted as an unknown, large number that arises from the 
unknown, large, repeated additions each of the five unit-vectors to in1. The coverability graphs 
for i e {1,2,...,6} are shown in figure 11. Of these six directed graphs only 
those that have their initial marking in the set {(1 to 0 0 O f, (1 0 0 to O f, ( 0 0 0  1 i f }  have the 
property outlined in lemma 5.13. Consequently, the following replacements for in1 = (1 0 0 0 O f 
are chosen
(m 'lL  ={(1 1 0 0  0)r ,(l 0 0 1 0)r ). (10)
and the candidate T is identified by the minimal elements
(m'}?=l = {(1 1 0 0 0)r ,( l  0 0 1 0)r ,(0 0 0 1 l)r ).
Since the initial marking m° of the FCPN Al3(m°) in figure 8(b) is not in T, we conclude that 
there is no supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the FCPN shown in figure 8(b).
The above iteration can be carried to its conclusion. T, as identified above, is not control 
invariant with respect to the FCPN structure in figure 8(b). Particularly, in1 —» i3 —> m' and 
m' g T. Using equation 5, in1 is replaced by { (110  1 O f ,(1 1 0 1 I f }  resulting in the set
{(110 1 Of,(1 1 0 1 I f ,  (1 0 0 1 Of, (0  0 0 1 If} ,
whose minimal elements are {(10 0 1 Of, (0  0 0 1 i f } ,  which defines the (new) candidate T. 
But T is not control invariant either, as (0 0 0 1 l)r —» i7 —> (1 10  0 O f and ( 1 1 0  0 O f g T. 
Repeating the prescription of equation 5, will result in min{Y} = { ( 1 0 0 1  Of}. The resulting 
candidate T is not control invariant either, as (1 0 0 1 I f  > (1 0 0 1 O f },(1 0 0 1 I f  —> t2 —>
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(2 1 0 0 0)T and (2 1 0 0 0)r £ T. Eventually leading to the conclusion that there can be no 
supervisory policy that enforces liveness for any initial marking for the FCPN structure W3. That 
is, A(iV3) = 0.
Fig. 10. The coverability graphs G(N2 (ml),Py)  and G(N2(m2),Py), where T is identified by the minimal elements in equation 
7.
The process described in the context of these examples is generalized in the procedure of 
figure 12. We note that at any stage of the iterative process, the set N n -  T, can be viewed as 
bad initial markings for N4 for which there can be no supervisory policy that enforces liveness. 
This is established by an induction argument over the iteration count. The base case is easily 
established for N  -  T, when T = A /(AO- As the induction hypothesis we assume the claim to 
be true prior to the current iteration. Step 4 of the procedure eliminates all markings that can 
uncontrollably lead to the set of bad initial markings alluded to earlier. The supervisory policy 
V y ensures %(N, m°,!P^) c  Y for any m° e Y, and step 10 removes all markings from Y from 
which there is no policy that enforces liveness under Thus completing the induction step. If 
an initial marking m° e Y then there is a marking m1 > m° in Y (note, some components of m1 
might be co) for which there a supervisory policy that enforces liveness. So, if m° 6 y -A(A0, 
it will be eliminated at some stage of the iteration. The following observation follows directly 
from the correctness of the procedure outlined in figure 12.
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G(N2( in3),!P?) G(N2( m5),!PT)
Fig. 11. The coverability graphs G(N2(m‘),‘Ptj), i e  { 1 , 2 , . . . ,  6}. The set min(T) = {in}f=1 is identified in equation 9.
Lemma 5.15: The set of partially controlled FCPNs for which there is no supervisory policy 
that enforces liveness is RE.
Combining lemmas 5.14 and 5.15 we get the main result of this paper.
Theorem 5.16: The existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary, 
partially controlled FCPN is decidable.
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positive-test-for-non-existence ((FCPN) /V(m0))
l: T = A/(AO (cf. equation 3), and let {in'}J=1 = min(T).
2: while m° € T do
3: while (m° e Y, in' - » tu —> m in N, and m g T) do
4: Replace in' by a set of k -  1 vectors {ml}l¡~¡{i.e.m, <— {m1}^}) where
in7 = in' + max jo, m j -  (max{IN x l u,m'( + C x  1M)},
and j e  {1,2 , . . . , k } - { i }  (cf. equation 5). Replace the resulting set of 2 {k -  1) vectors 
by their minimal elements, and modify the value of k to equal the size of the minimal 
set of vectors. T is the right closed set identified by this minimal set of vectors.
5: end while{ /* Either (T is control invariant w.r.t. N  and m° e T) or (m° g Y)*/}
6: if Vin' e min{T),G{N{ml),<Py) has the path identified in lemma 5.13 then
7: Hang indefinitely (or, Return {“there is a solution”))
8: else
9: for in' where G{N{ml),P^) does not have the path identified in lemma 5.13 do
10: Define a right-closed set Y, where min{Y) = (min(Y) -  {in'}) U (in' + co x 1;- | j  €
{1,2,...,«}}, where 1 j the unit-vector where the y-th component is unity, 
li: Replace in' by the set
{in' + 1 j | G(N(in' + a> x 1¡),Py) has the path identified in lemma 5.13}
12: end for
13: Replace the set {in'}, with its minimal elements. Y is the right-closed set identified by
these minimal elements.
14: if m° g  Y then
15: Return {“no solution”)
16: end if
17: end if
18: end while
19: Return {“no solution”)
Fig. 12. A positive-test for the non-existence of a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled 
FCPN N(m°) where N = (It, T, C>).
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The procedure in figure 12, which is a positive test for non-existence, is not guaranteed to find 
a supervisory policy that enforces liveness (cf. line 7, figure 12), when one exists. For example, 
when the procedure is applied to the FCPN structure iV4 = (n4, T4,d>4) shown in figure 13, it 
starts with T = A/(V4), where min(T) = {m'}^ =1 is {(1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0)7, (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0)7, 
(0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)7, (0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0)7, (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)7, (0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0)7, 
(0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1  0)7, (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  l)7}. Each time lines 3-4 of this procedure are executed, a 
control invariant subset of T is identified by its minimal vectors. These are recorded in table I. 
The process does not terminate for this example. Additionally, A(N4) is identified by 24 elements 
that remain unaltered (noted in black) as the iteration proceeds. There are heuristic enhancements 
to the procedure in figure 12 that can prevent non-termination of the sort shown here. We refrain 
from presenting them in the interest of space.
P1 *1 p2 x2
VI. C o n c l u s io n s
We showed that there can be no positive test for the existence, or, non-existence of a super­
visory policy that enforces liveness in an arbitrary partially controlled Petri net (PN). This was 
followed by a string of observations which lead to the conclusion that the same is not true for 
partially controlled Free-Choice Petri nets (FCPNs) -  the existence of a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled FCPN is decidable. This result uses the
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Iteration 1 Iteration 2 Iteration 3 Iteration 4
in1 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f in 1 = (2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f in1 = (2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f in 1 = (2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f
in2 = (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 O f in2 = (1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f in2 = (1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f in2 = (1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 O f
in2 = (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0)r in3 = (1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 O f in3 = (1 0 2 0 0 0 0 0  O f in3 = (1 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 O f
in4 = (0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 O f in4 = (1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 O f in4 = (1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 O f in4 = (1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0  O f
in5 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0)r in5 = (1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O f in5 = (1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O f in5 = (1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 O f
m6 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0  1 0)r in6 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0  O f in6 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 O f in6 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 O f
in7 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i f in7 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f in7 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f in7 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f
in8 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f in8 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f in8 = (1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f
in9 = (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0  O f in9 = (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 O f in9 = (0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 O f
in 10 = (0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0  Of in 10 = (0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 O f in 10 = (0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 O f
in 11 = (0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 O f in 11 = (0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 O f in 11 = (0 0 3 0 0 0 1 0 O f
in 12 = (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0)r in12 = (0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 O f in 12 = (0 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 O f
in 13 = (0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 I f in13 = (0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 I f in 13 = (0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 I f
in 14 = (0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0)7" in14 = (0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 O f in 14 = (0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 O f
in 15 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 O f in15 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 O f in 15 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 O f
in 16 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 O f in16 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 O f in 16 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 O f
in 17 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 O f in17 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 O f in 17 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 O f
in 18 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O f in18 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O f in 18 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 O f
in 19 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0)7 in 19 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 O f in 19 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 O f
in20 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 i f in20 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I f in20 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 I f
in21 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f in21 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f in21 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 O f
in22 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 O f in22 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 O f in22 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 O f
in23 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 O f in23 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 O f in23 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1  Of
in24 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 O f in24 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 O f in24 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 O f
in25 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 l ) 7" in25 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I f in25 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 I f
in26 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f in26 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f in26 = (0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I f
in27 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I f in27 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I f in27 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 I f
in28 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I f in28 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I f in28 = (0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 I f
in29 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 f in29 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 f in29 = (0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 f
TABLE I
T he minimal elements of the control invariant T  at the line 5 of the procedure in figure 12 for the FCPN structure N4 shown 
in figure 13. T he members of {in'}, for which G(A(m'),^Ÿ) does not have the path identified in lemma 5.13 are shown in red.
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observation that for any FCPN structure N = (II, T, O), the set of initial markings
A(N) = {m° | 3a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in the FCPN A (^m0)}
is right-closed. That is, if there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an FCPN N(m°), 
then there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in N(m°) for any in0 > m.
Since there is a supervisory policy that enforces liveness in an FCPN where all transitions 
are uncontrollable if and only if it is live, and since testing the liveness of an arbitrary FCPN is 
iVP-hard (cf. Problem MS3, [18]), it follows that testing the existence of a supervisory policy that 
enforces liveness in an arbitrary, partially controlled FCPN is AP-hard. We suggest investigations 
into the implementation of this decision process as a topic of future research.
The results of this paper are applicable to any PN structure N  for which the set A(N), identified 
above, is right-closed. There are families of PNs, other than FCPNs, with this right-closure 
property (cf. [24], for example). It follows that the existence of a supervisory policy that enforces 
liveness in any PN in these families is decidable. We suggest investigations into other families 
of PNs, {N}iei, where A (A/,-) is right-closed as another topic for future research.
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